	Neil mashed the "seek" button tiredly in search of any semblance of a reception, but his car radio spat static. He knew better -- there was never anything broadcasting in the desert. Grumbling, he leaned against the door of his '59 Cadillac convertible and tightened his grip on the leather steering wheel. He knew he would have blisters from the heat later, and it didn’t help to know that there hadn't been a breeze in at least an hour.
	Unscrewing the cap on his warm bottle of water, he took a sip with a wince. Welcome to the ass-end of yet another traffic jam, Neil. 
	Time crawled at a snail's pace as he inched forward, adjusting his shades. It didn't help that he was trapped behind the biggest Coca-Cola truck he had ever seen. There it was, simply mocking him with its image of the huge, ice-coated bottle of goodness, simultaneously blocking his view of whatever had caused time to stop here in Dusty Dunes. Neil wanted to scream, but there was no one to scream at. He was missing his favorite show. Had missed, according to the wristwatch he wore. 
	It had been five hours and eighteen minutes since he had eaten that sandwich for lunch in the bakery back in Threed. They had nice pastries there, but he wasn't about to fill up before such a sweltering, uncomfortable ride home. It was always something -- an oil spillage, downed power lines, a random buffalo herd caught in the middle of the road. If Threed had an airport, then the entire trip through this desolate wasteland could be avoided. The Dusty Dunes were like a gym locker room: unkempt, unavoidable, and always uncomfortably congested. Neil was once again reminded how little he could stand it.
	As he crept along down the road over the span of another sixty minutes, the problem finally came into view: a big rig had been flipped upside-down across the road, and it was in the process of being moved off the side of the highway. One lane was open, four lanes merged into it. How do you flip a big rig upside-down, anyway? It takes serious talent to drive that poorly. Neil knew he'd never seen anything like it after one glance. A couple of smaller cars were crushed, and police were everywhere. The rig must've ramped off of them and spun in the air, like something seen in an action movie. Dramatic. Unnecessarily inconvenient for him. Hopefully not too many people were hurt, but it looked bad.
	Neil smirked. He knew that, in any crisis situation, he would be fine. Anyone who maintains a healthy lifestyle like he does would, especially with the level of carbs he ate each day and the amount of strenuous workouts he performed each morning. Flipping a business card between his index and middle finger, he contemplated his chances of getting hired in Threed. They were good...no, superb. He was the most popular fitness personality in Fourside -- who wouldn't want Mr. Shelton's name on their pamphlets? He would definitely be expanding; there was no way they could say no to a resumé like his.
	Finally, after a merge that seemed to take eons, the roads began to clear and traffic flowed normally once again. A long tunnel brought Neil relief from the oppressive heat, and with a sigh he shuffled to his favorite radio station. As soon as he caught up to that beacon of light at the end of the tunnel, he knew that the static would be replaced with something more audible than blaring car horns and the orchestra of a thousand engines.
	Sure enough, emerging from the tunnel brought a raring trumpet and accompaniment to Neil's senses, and a cool wind stroked his face. With a wide grin, he turned up the Ska and ran a hand through his sandy blonde hair. What a taxing day. But it was over now, and here he was, cruising across one of Eagleland's largest bridges towards the city he loved so dearly. Towards home. Goodbye, traffic jam. 
	Suddenly Neil felt his car shake. As his water bottle shook out of its cup holder and onto the floor between his feet, he nailed the brakes and slowed to a halt. Red lights from stopping cars illuminated the four-lane bridge in both directions, and when Neil resurfaced with drink in hand he saw that no one was moving. Another tremor followed suit, confirming his suspicion that it wasn't his car shaking. It was the bridge.
	"Hey!" Neil shouted, waving forward to the car ahead of him. "Get a move on! The bridge might collap-"
	A loud splashing noise from below triggered the shrill screech of shredding steel, and Neil froze. The ground beneath him buckled, and he felt a compelling urge to get out of his car and run. Before he could follow through, however, a lurch from behind sent his car sliding backwards, and his view shifted upward as he tilted back in his seat like a child on a runaway roller coaster. 
	The bridge was collapsing. He had to bail. Neil tried to unbuckle his seatbelt and jump out of the car, but the Excursion in front of his Cadillac slammed into his vehicle and shook him as they began to slide rapidly backwards. He had to move. He had to get out now!
	Chilled by the gravity of the situation that had started in a blink of an eye, Neil looked over his shoulder.
	Cars were sliding off of the jagged edge of the bridge into the large river below as a humongous, metallic structure was emerging from the depths. Water was cascading all around the object as it shot out of the deep like a surfacing submarine into the air, soaring straight through the bridge and high into the sky. It was a massive, humanoid structure that seemed almost robotic, plowing through support beams and tearing away the asphalt with its ascension. 
	Neil recalled the overturned eighteen-wheeler and realized that cars don't flip themselves like that. But his mind suddenly drew a blank when he felt his rear wheels release from solid ground and his Cadillac went vertical.
	Ska music played energetically under the chorus of screaming pedestrians. As Neil's world flashed before his eyes, he felt the splash of water skirt up the rear of his car before its front circled overhead and sent him head-first into the water.
	Cold liquid covered Neil from head to foot as the shock from the submersion shook him. Moments later his sense had returned and he was fumbling with his seatbelt buckle. Pulling himself from the harness, he swam out from beneath his car and clawed his way upward towards the source of the numerous vehicles that now splashed into the depths from above. Vehicles with tops, cars and trucks that provided a much more difficult escape. Neil hoped that no one was stuck in their seats right now.
	He broke the surface with a large gasp, swimming beneath what remained of the bridge until he reached one of the rocky ledges that made up the shore of Fourside. Finding a section at which he could touch the river floor, he turned to face the mayhem that had abruptly occurred behind him. Cars had stopped falling off of the bridge, but the destruction was intense. A large, metallic humanoid object now stood within the river, its two large tentacle-like limbs swatting at something. There were people floating around the structure as if suspended by wires, flitting around it and unleashing bright lights of energy as they struck the machine, denting it in various places and tearing through its chrome-like exterior. They were like superheroes tackling a dangerous villain, circling the being and thrashing it from every angle.
	It was only moments later that a brilliant flash of red, blue, and yellow careened into the chest of the large structure, tearing a gigantic hole through its center and causing it to cease all movement. A tremor ran through the mechanical terror before it stood its ground, losing all life in an instant with its tentacles suspended in midair. The three small, floating warriors fell lightly back towards the city, and Neil blinked hard.
	Great. It's 199X all over again. 


